
We are mobile people, in a mobile world, bound only by the tools we use to en-
hance our focus, prioritize tasks and stay connected.  Votacall’s VM 2 Text App 
strips you of these boundaries by providing simple, at a glance “Any Scenario” 
access to your voice messages.

What is your “Any Scenario”?

In the offi  ce and away from your desk, on the road and in need of quick access to important mes-

sages, in a meeting and cannot step out to listen to messages or out to dinner and you just dont want 

to be that person on the cell phone.  Whatever your unique access needs are, Votacall VM 2 Text will 

address them. 

The Simple UC App
When it comes to Unifi ed Communications (UC), features must be as simple as they are 

powerful.  If it is not simple, it is not useful.  If it is not powerful, then what is the value?  The 

Votacall VM 2 Text App has just the right combination of power and simplicity making staying con-

nected actually possible. 

Here is how it works....

The VM 2 Text App will transcribe audio voice messages and send the text to the destination(s) of 

your choice.  Send the transcribed message to a mobile phone, mobile device or email address. Pick 

the one that works for you.  If you cannot choose one, choose a combo or all of the delivery methods 

at no additional cost. 

Powerful Functionality

People fall into 1 of 4 style categories when leaving voicemail messages.  The majority of us fall into 

the Clear and Concise category, our messages are...well...clear and concise and easily transcribed 

into text.  

The other 3 types - The Mumble Messenger, The Speed Demon and The Message Whisperer - are a 

bit more tricky.  So, we simplifi ed things by adding functionality to the App.  Our service sends the 

transcribed message accompanied by the audio version for instant playback when necessary.  

Road Warriors: When traveling, VM 2 Text will make staying connected just a click away, literally.  

Each VM 2 Text message includes the Caller ID information as a “Hot Link” for Click to Dial 

function-ality.   Forget trying to write down or memorize a phone number left in your voicemail, just 

read, click and connect.   

Manage your voice messages from Anywhere, on Any Device and in 

“Any Scenario” with the Votacall VM 2 Text App.

MAKE VOICEMAIL USEFUL AGAIN
“Any Scenario” voice messaging access

  VM 2 Text App

• The Simple UC App
Anywhere & Any Scenario visual
access

• Effi  cient
Receive voicemail transcriptions &
the audio versions (WAV fi le) in one
notifi cation

• Productive
Just Read & React - Reduce the
time spent managing voicemail

• Respond
Instant call back with a touch of
your smartphone

• Flexible
Choose your weapon:
Send text or audio or both to a
mobile phone, tablet, email, tradi-
tional vm - pick one, a combo or all
of the above

• Be Green
Don’t waste paper (or time)
scribbling key info from messages
on notepads - names and phone
numbers are now visual

• Compatible with most mobile
devices & service providers

Features & Benefi ts

UC

before you

30 Day
Try Before You Buy


